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The Covid-19 pandemic has upset all the normal plans of fashion weeks and events like

fashion competitions, making very hard the work of organizators and events’ staff. The

main difficulties are in giving a definitive timetable due the local lockdown and in the way

of conducting the events. Coronavirus is changing our daily routine, the way we can meet

people or staying all together into a close space.

That’s why many events and fashion shows are becoming even more digitalized, with

virtual catwalks and presentations, online meetings only, social media events instead of the

usual meetings and real exhibitions opened to the public.

Anyway today we want to try to summarize all the opportunities for young and emerging

fashion designers that could be placed during 2021. We use the conditional tense

because it’s not possible to the present day, being sure about dates and real possibilities of

each event. We will give you all the best fashion contests’ website links and a provisional

timetable, a sort of fashion competitions agenda for 2021, with the recomandation to

directly contact the organizations for further informations.

(in the cover the creation of Tara Babylon at ITS International Talent Support 2020)
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%6# LKM3"$ is an international fashion competition organized every year in the South

France. A 4-days event in which the designers have the possibility to show their collections

to journalists, buyers and the public through fashion shows and exhibitions in the stunning

set of Provence.

The Jury is always composed by the greatest names of fashion world like J"0+# J0(4

N0(4)/"35#C%!+#N044/0+%5#O!3/$)/0+#P023%/Q just to name a few and from the competition

came many important fashion designers like R/S)%3#T#@%465#D+)!%+K#R02203"44%5#C(4/+"

-%$$"+5#G/U/+*#G/+ and many others.

This fashion contest is particularly focused on sustainability, so one of the criteria to submit

the collection (menswear, womenswear or genderfree) is the use of ecological fabrics and

sustainable design processes. The collection must be original, made specifically for this

fashion competition. The ten finalists will be supported for the production.

The deadline to submit is 9)!#?">30(3K#7879 through an online form that you can find on

the LKM3"$#?0$!/%+#?"$)/=04<$#&">$/)":

The important fashion contest B;VVWPBA-D#X#VLW#?DYL;AE#DZD@- is internationally

recognized and reserved to the students of fashion schools and Art & Design academies

from all over the world or fashion designer already graduated but at least 28 years old.

You can partecipated with a womenswear or menswear collection, that will have the major

money prizes, and also with minor categories like knitwear, accessories, bags & shoes,

textiles & materials, competing for other prizes.

The finalists, selected by an important Jury headed by B0))"%#B03[%))%, will have the

chance to present their capsule collections during a special Mittelmoda’s event at B;ODB

?D;@ in Milan.

To join the competition you have to pre-register yourself through an online form into the

B;VVWPBA-D<# $# &">$/)" and then follow the instructions for completing the enrolling

procedure. The submission deadline is 7+1#D.3/4#7879.
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;VY# X# ;EVW@EDV;AEDP# VDPWEV# YFJJA@V is probably the most important and

internationally renowned fashion competition organized in Italy, that annually hosts in

Trieste the best emerging designers coming from over 300 fashion schools from 80

countries across the globe. But not only a simple fashion competion.

ITS is a real and big platform with an incredible creative archive with thousands of fashion

design portfolios and an academic program for high professional education called ;VY

D@OD-WBG. In 2020 ITS became completely digital, but had as usual a great success.

Why to enroll to ;EVW@EDV;AEDP# VDPWEV# YFJJA@V? Because it can be a great

challange for bringing out the best from your creative portfolio, because many great

talents of fashion won or were the finalists of this competition (-"'+0#N=0$04/05#J")"3

J/4%))%5#D/)%3#V!3%(.5#@/2!031#](/++ just to mention a few) and because the prizes are

always important and decidedly useful for launching new brands or entering the fashion

world.

The deadline for enrolling is not yet decided. For more info visit ;VY<#&">$/)".
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ALTAROMA September 2020, the best of the

Rome Fashion Week (part 1)

GDD Fashion Week, a special event for

emerging designers

3 young designers won the TFP TALENTS

fashion contest in collaboration with the

beautiful influencer Lucia Orlando
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The creation of the finalist Rosie Baird in the virtual set created by the staff of ITS International
Talent Support

Ela Fidalgo, finalist of the 2018 edition of the Hyères Fashion Fastival
(photo credits @insidehyeresfestival on Instagram)

The International Lab of Mittelmoda Fashion Award 2020 (photo credits Mittelmoda’s official
website)

The creation of Aharon Israel Genish in the backstage of ITS Award (photo credits ITS’ official
website)
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